IN APPRECIATION

TO THE FOX CASE CORPORATION of New York City

is due much of the credit for the huge success of the annual All-Technology Smoker in Walker Friday night. Had it not been for the excellent arrangements made by the Fox Case Corporation, the entertainment, the smoker would have gone
away with the way of all such smokers—an evening of Institute hilarity to be remembered for a few days at the most, recorded as usual
without any consideration for personal or institutional glory.

As it was, undergraduates and Faculty witnessed for the first time in their lives a double reality of Institute life, which
was recorded as most unusual in Technique, and then forgotten entirely.

If such a film received this enthusiastic response from stud-
ents, it must mean to the thousands of Alumni throughout the coun-
try that they obtain from working

Although it has been but a few days since Miss Stokes Company. $2.00.

This modernization of the French

Tradition as they exist in Paris today.

For this week's stage attraction,

"Camile," as portrayed by Norma
Ederle wins the intercollegiate swim.

"Swim, Girl, Swim," Bebe Daniels
is cast in an unusual part. Instead of
behind you" until the climax is passed
in store for them. "There he is right
in front of you. Now is the time to
shriek is the feeling that makes them want to shriek is the
in the picture, is declared to achieve
by no means limited to taking the phrases and
with sound effects as a substitute for
Are Harvard men good dancers?

"Camile," Parisian bath, similarly,
and furnishings, from the beautiful
and marble effects, its

hilarious scenes of domestic life romantic. There particular dream
of those who are considerably higher
than Harvard. Many of those who have become athletic come to
and furnishings, from the beautiful
of slow dreamy waltzes and hesita-

"The Fox Case Corporation of New York City is due much of the credit for the huge success of the annual All-Technology Smoker in Walker Friday night. Had it not been for the excellent arrangements made by the Fox Case Corporation, the entertainment, the smoker would have gone away with the way of all such smokers—an evening of Institute hilarity to be remembered for a few days at the most, recorded as usual without any consideration for personal or institutional glory.

As it was, undergraduates and Faculty witnessed for the first time in their lives a double reality of Institute life, which was recorded as most unusual in Technique, and then forgotten entirely.

If such a film received this enthusiastic response from students, it must mean to the thousands of Alumni throughout the country that they obtain from working

Although it has been but a few days since Miss Stokes Company. $2.00.

This modernization of the French Tradition as they exist in Paris today.

For this week's stage attraction, "Camile," as portrayed by Norma Ederle wins the intercollegiate swim.

"Swim, Girl, Swim," Bebe Daniels is cast in an unusual part. Instead of behind you" until the climax is passed in store for them. "There he is right in front of you. Now is the time to shriek is the feeling that makes them want to shriek is the in the picture, is declared to achieve by no means limited to taking the phrases and with sound effects as a substitute for Are Harvard men good dancers?

"Camile," Parisian bath, similarly, and furnishings, from the beautiful and marble effects, its

hilarious scenes of domestic life romantic. There particular dream of those who are considerably higher than Harvard. Many of those who have become athletic come to and furnishings, from the beautiful of slow dreamy waltzes and hesitations. Techs are just right les dance. If they have plenty of room, they dance all night, or they dance.

31 drops vs. 58-

"Twice the ink"

THAT'S THE CHILTON Double ink cap-
guished yellow, red or blue colors with a Chilton as you can with feathering pen because it holds "Twice the ink in one cap."

Come in and see us this great new product in fountain pens, perfected by the man who invented the first self-

pen. You'll be interested in learning What there is a Chilton double ink cap to fit every hand. Price $3.50 $7.00,

Technology Branch
Harvard Cooperative